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Growth by Innovation 
There is no growth in the status quo, growth is only 
driven by change. 

Competitive advantage is always the results of innovation. Competitive advantage drives growth. And it 
is established through an innovative product, process, and last, but not least innovative culture. 

All company growth is fed by value for the client. Clients want more value for the same price, the same 
value for less investment, and more value for fewer resources consumed. 

enable2grow drives growth through innovation by creating an ideation environment that targets on 
relevant values for the clients. We dive creatively into needs, trends, technologies. And we impose a 
thorough strategic analysis to sort out those innovations that will have a sustainable impact from those 
without substance. 

enable2grow takes the client on board for the journey towards innovation. To make things happen, we 
make use of a diverse set of powers: Human creativity and strategic thinking, technological know-how 
and digital tools for analysis and a deep understanding of our clients – their customers, markets, and 
their competition. And most importantly: we interact on eye-level with the people of our clients. 

• Enabling creative environments for ideation, innovation, and change  

• Using tools and processes to drive insights through effective information and data processing 

• Driving implementation by objectives, results, and a growth mindset 

 
“We are crazy enough to think that we can change the world. We bring innovation culture, bold 
ideas, and rigorous strategies into the mix. Our job has told us: Innovation is a great journey to 
valuable destinations. Let’s set sail.” 

Gunnar Brune | Business Innovator, AI-Evangelist, Storytelling Enthusiast 

10 Jahre e2g, AI. HAMBURG Advisor, Digital- & IT Pioneer, Author and Evangelist, 
Member of juries for BESTSELLER Award, INNOVATION Award, SWEETIE Award 
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